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HDUSTO HRDNICLE FOOD & COORING 

How does a 1918 Lafite hold up in 2017? We found out in 

a wine tasting at UH 

By Dale Robertson, Houston Chronicle -o ·ember 20, 2017 Updated: -ovember 20, 2017 4:07pm 
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Spec's owner John Rydman, left, and Master Sommelier David Keck prepare for the tasting. 
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Fred Parks was an old-school Houstonian whose living large included d1inking, ell. "\'\Then word spread that 

he had pulled into the Spec's Midtown parking lot in his Bentle , the floor staff"" ent on red alert. Attention 

would be paid. The bon viveur plaintiffs attorney/entrepreneur purchased the Marquis de Laguiche Le 

Montrachet by the case and Rem -1\ilartin Louis XI by the gallon. Parks collected myiiad uber-fanc) wines, 

and his onl regret, hen he passed away in 2001 might have been that he failed to quaff every last drop before 



he left us. 

But let it be said that he embodied the notion that wine is a 

health food. He made it to 95. 

Sadl I never had the pleasure of sharing a bottle ·with Parks, 

but I'm etemall) grateful to him. So are the others who recently 

had the privilege of tasting his legac) to the niversit) of 

Houston in the Spec's Wine Lab at the Conrad . Hilton School 

of Hotel and Restaurant Management. The timing couldn't have 

been better - or worse depending on how you look at it. 

An opportunit) to sample a cross-section of Bordeaux 

heavyweights from five different decades of the 20th century 

conflicted with Game 7 of the '\•Vorld Series. I've ultimately 

concluded that this historic convergence couldn't have been 

more fitting - only a couple of hours before the Astros secured 

their first championship in 56 seasons I had raised a glass of 

1918 Chateau Lafite-Rothschild to their good fortune. 

Yep, 1918. 

The only thing that could have made the evening more 

imperfectly perfect would have been seeing that the rare liquid 

in the ancient bottle had turned Astros orange which wouldn't 

have been particularl) unusual for a nearly century-old claret, 

no matter hm carefull) it had been stored. But dang it, the 

juice was full-on yellow. It didn't taste all that bad, though. A 

hint of the once-ripe cabernet flavors still lingered. 

Parks' role in the festivities? He had bequeathed his carefull) 

culled ,vine collection, which included the Lafite to the Hilton 

School. His foundation then paid for the construction of the 

Fred Parks Wine Cellar, which professor Chris Ta) lor has 

watched°' er since its completion in 2013. Although most of the 

original 1,000-plus donated bottles have been auctioned off 

through the years to pay for scholarships and school programs 

or served at fundraising dinners, about 150 remain. Ta) lor, the 

director of UH's beverage-management program, decided to 

organize a one-off tasting. 

'From what I know of him," Taylor said, "this is exactl) what 

he'd want us to do with these wines. It was a great way to get 

people in the industry familiar with \\hat we're doing in the 

program and to see the quality of our students. This ·was a good 

start." 
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What to know before you 

go to the delicious Tamale 
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